Timing issues: VHI self declaration made with application for a VED for an Historic car
VED exemption procedure
Was the car built 40 years ago or more?
Note: the VED exemption concession is available
on a rolling annual basis where the built date
st
was in the year up to 31 December. Note, there is
a small concession that allows a car first registered
th
up to an including 7 January of the following year
to be assumed to have been built in the previous
year for VED exemption eligibility.

Yes

No then no VED exemption

Have you applied for a road tax class
change from “Private” to “Historic”
st
for the car. Apply from 1 April.
and
Has your V5C be changed to
“Historic” by DVLA?
Yes and Yes

No, see VED exemption
flowchart to see how to apply
for the “Historic “ tax class

Is your car taxed at
present?
Wait until road tax renewal
comes up or declare a
SORN for a short period
and then retax the car.

Is your car on
a SORN at
present?

VHI & MOT exemption procedure
Is the car 40 years old or more?
Criteria for 40 years old: the earlier of the built date or
date of first registration. It applies also to pre-1960
which were previously automatically exempt.
Note. Concession is available on a simple rolling 40
th
year basis from 20 May 2018.
Yes
Have there been any
Substantial Changes
to the car in the last
30 years?
See the DfT:
Substantial Change
Guidance
The responsibility for
declaring a vehicle a
VHI will rest entirely
with the vehicle
keeper.
Note, currently no
procedure is proposed
by DfT or DVLA to audit
or check the validity of
declarations made by
vehicle keepers.

No

Application to retax the car at the NIL value VED
rate. When you fill in the application form at the
Post Office or online, the keeper can self declare
your car as a VHI (if there have been no
substantial changes in the last 30 years).
DVLA are providing the platform for a VHI
declaration as part of the procedure for retaxing the
car at the NIL value VED rate, but the VHI
declaration is not otherwise connected DVLA’s
vehicle licencing activities.

Subsequent VED renewals
Keeper will need to confirm the VHI status of the car
in some form every time VED is subsequently
applied for. In making that renewal the keeper will
have to consider whether the vehicle has undergone
Substantial Change in the last 30 years.
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Marque or vehicle
expert
If the keeper is in any
doubt over “Substantial
Change” then they
should consult a marque
or vehicle expert prior to
making a self declaration
to DVLA. The function of
the expert is to advise
keepers of their opinion,
in their best judgement,
on questions from a
keeper who seeks
advice. There is no
compulsion on keepers to
consult an expert from
the FBHVC list, or any
other expert, before
making a VHI
declaration. See the
FBHVC list of experts.
Yes, see Substantial
Change/VHI/MOT exemption
flowchart for the procedure &
Guidance

Car is eligible for self declaration as a VHI
Self declaration can be made by the keeper when an
application for road tax (VED) is made at a Post Office
or online. MOT exemption is available for any car which
qualifies for and is self declared a VHI. It is necessary
to self declare the car as a VHI to secure the right to
MOT exemption should the keeper wish to do so.
Making a declaration to DVLA a car is a VHI is not
compulsory. Not doing so in any year, because the
keeper is content to have the car to have an MOT test,
does not mean the car cannot be validly declared a VHI
in any subsequent year.
Keeper is free to choose to continue having the car
MOT tested or having an inspection on a voluntary
basis.
TABS – test and be safer
Substantial Change – refer to the DfT Guidance and
consult an expert if necessary.
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